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I INTRODUCTION

Technological advancements are improving how courts operate by changing the way they handle proceedings and interact with litigants. Court Innovations is a socially minded software startup that enables citizens, law enforcement, and courts to resolve legal matters through Matterhorn, an online communication and dispute resolution platform. Matterhorn was conceived at the University of Michigan Law School and successfully piloted in two Michigan district courts beginning in 2014. The platform now operates in over 40 courts and in at least eight states, and it has facilitated the resolution of more than 40,000 cases to date. These numbers will continue to grow as new categories of disputes and other legal matters become eligible for online management and resolution and as more court systems recognize the economic and social benefits of adopting online platform technology. This case study chronicles the development, implementation, and refinement of Matterhorn.

Implementing software in the legal world can be cumbersome, especially when adoption requires the coordination and agreement of multiple public entities with overlapping – but not identical – goals. We hope that by sharing the story of Matterhorn’s creation and growth over the last few years, we can light the way for the next generation of court-focused technology and e-governance tools, especially those that relate to the criminal justice system. We also hope to offer valuable lessons for transitioning ideas for progress into realized change.

First, we outline the social problem that Matterhorn was initially designed to address – minor warrants – and how that focus led to Matterhorn’s now-broader aim of improving court access generally. Second, we describe Matterhorn and how it works in practical terms. Third, we present an analysis of the platform’s underlying design philosophy and objectives. Fourth, we address two challenges that Court Innovations encountered and overcame in implementing Matterhorn in a variety of courts with diverse stakeholders. We conclude that Matterhorn has demonstrated the value of using online platform technology to resolve disputes in courts and has succeeded in producing measurable improvements in court accessibility and efficiency.

1 Prescott is a co-founder and equity holder of Court Innovations Inc., a University of Michigan startup that develops and implements online case resolution systems.
2 For current information on where Matterhorn operates, visit www.getmatterhorn.com.
II THE INSPIRATION

In Michigan, over one million arrest warrants were active as of 2014. Although some of these warrants sought the arrest of individuals accused of committing felonies, the majority were what we refer to as “minor warrants” and were issued for something much less serious and even mundane: either failing to appear in court to deal with a minor legal issue or failing to pay a court-ordered fine. On this score, Michigan is no outlier among the states; in fact, there are other state court systems that issue even more minor bench warrants on a per capita basis.

Again, these “minor warrants” are not search warrants or arrest warrants for serious crimes. A failure to appear in court or to pay a court-ordered fine, while certainly not laudable, does not carry the same social condemnation as does a traditional or even minor criminal act. Nevertheless, warrants for these minor failures still have significant economic and social consequences for people. The threat of arrest and the confusion about how to resolve the situation leads people with outstanding warrants to avoid police, courtrooms, and other government officials. People with warrants are less likely to report crimes and serve as jurors or witnesses in legal proceedings, and are more likely to withdraw from public life by refraining from voting or engaging in civic activities.

People typically resolve minor warrants by physically entering a courthouse and effectively self-surrendering. This is a trickier process than many people might expect. Even after overcoming the associated fear and confusion and any other barriers to appearing in court, the wait to see a judge is often lengthy and of uncertain duration. If someone is unable to pay or has no credible reason for missing a court date, showing up to court with a failure-to-appear or failure-to-pay warrant outstanding can result in arrest. Even in courts where incarceration is rare, arrest and detention are still real possibilities, and people often believe that they will be arrested if they self-surrender without sufficient resources to pay what they owe or a good explanation for their failure to appear.

The prospect of being arrested at the courthouse conjures up images of missing work, losing employment or benefits, and being unable to take care of family. It is therefore unsurprising that many people decide against physically appearing in court to attempt to resolve an outstanding minor arrest warrant.

---

5 Id.
7 At the extreme end of the spectrum, the municipal court of Ferguson, Missouri, issued over 9,000 warrants in 2013 in cases stemming in large part from minor violations such as parking infractions, traffic tickets, or housing code violations. The population of Ferguson is roughly 21,000. Civil Rights Div., US Dep’t of Justice, “Investigation of the Ferguson Police Department” March 4, 2015: 12. Outstanding minor warrants are an issue in many states. To take just a few examples: The State of California has 2.5 million outstanding arrest warrants (a number corresponding to about 9% of its adult population); Pennsylvania (with a population of about 12.8 million) contributes 1.4 million more; and New York City (population 8.4 million) adds another 1.2 million. Utah v. Strieff, 136 S. Ct. 2056, 2073 (2016) (Kagan, J., dissenting). Michigan’s population is currently just under ten million. Kristi Tanner, “Michigan’s Population Increased for the Fifth Straight Year in 2016,” Detroit Free Press, December 20, 2016, available at: www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2016/12/20/michigan-population-increase-census/95513728.
10 Flannery and Kretschmar, “Fugitive Safe Surrender,” supra note 6, at 446.
11 Id. at 449.
These long-standing warrants are clearly problematic for the people facing them, but courts would also like to resolve these lingering cases. The number of cases resolved by a court, and the speed and efficiency with which judges and court staff resolve them, can affect the perceived success of the court. Moreover, outstanding court debt usually has implications for a court’s budget, as courts are often partially funded by the fines and fees they collect. Thus, courts are usually happy to forego arrest and work with people who have minor warrants to identify a mutually beneficial way to resolve the dispute.

Yet even though resolving these warrants has benefits for both litigants and courts, and even though resolving them should be painless, relatively few of them are actually resolved in a timely way, if at all. If people with warrants are fearful and therefore unwilling to self-surrender, law enforcement must expend resources to locate, apprehend, and bring these individuals to court. This is a problem, though, because the execution of these warrants is a low priority for resource-pressed police departments focused on more serious crime in their communities, and courts are likewise unable to afford more active ways of resolving these cases. Thus, many warrants that could easily be resolved if individuals and judges could communicate with each other in a low-risk, low-cost way instead remain outstanding for months or years.

In response, some courts have developed amnesty programs to help reduce the number of outstanding minor warrants. But amnesty programs can be costly and time intensive, and there is a limit to how often they can be used without sapping the legitimacy of court orders. Forgiveness, although helpful to the people whose warrants are waived or treated favorably, is only a temporary and somewhat arbitrary patch that fails to address the real problem: the significant hurdles that keep people from using courts to resolve their cases.

Minor warrants are undoubtedly a significant issue nationwide, but in an important sense, warrants are just the tip of the iceberg. Working with courts and other stakeholders soon made it clear that Matterhorn had the potential to do far more than address the deluge of minor warrants in the USA. It was poised to enhance access to justice generally. To see this, consider that by the time an unpaid fine becomes a warrant, a person has already struggled, sometimes for months, to address the legal issue that underlies the warrant. These are usually legally straightforward disputes – such as traffic or parking tickets, or disagreements over property or income tax assessments – but they present outsized difficulties for community members and constitute an important court-access issue themselves. Some individuals may not be able to use their courthouse’s resources effectively because they have a rigid employment schedule or cannot make alternative family-care arrangements. Limited access to affordable transportation or a disability can present additional obstacles to accessing a courthouse, both physically and financially. And even if a person manages to make it to court, they may struggle to

---

12 At a minimum, a large number of outstanding warrants or other matters that take a long time to resolve make a court appear less administratively efficient and therefore less successful.


resolve the issue in a single visit. Often, people discover the lines are too long, they come on the wrong day or at the wrong time, or they do not have the proper paperwork.\textsuperscript{16}

Because of these hurdles, many people have no practicable way to contest or negotiate what amounts to a government accusation made against them in the form of a tax assessment, a civil infraction summons, a family court show-cause hearing, or a minor misdemeanor charge.\textsuperscript{17} The same is true of a claim made against someone by a private party in a small claims setting. And even if someone is able to resolve their case in front of a judge, the social problem remains that using courts to address relatively minor issues requires considerable industry and an enormous outlay of resources before a judge and a court user can interact one-on-one.

Clearly, logistical and social impediments often make it challenging for citizens to resolve warrants, civil infractions, and minor misdemeanors before a judge in a physical courthouse. Unresolved legal issues can become a social problem, especially when jurisdictions allow unpaid civil fines to transition into arrest warrants. These disputes are relatively easy to rectify if a litigant and a judge can communicate in person, even if just for a few moments, but arriving at this final stage often requires great effort and sacrifice for the litigant – relative to the stakes of the legal issue – as well as significant time and coordination effort on the part of judges and court staff. As a result, this meeting too often does not happen. If and when it does happen, it has almost always been a long and costly slog for both sides.

Matterhorn’s premise is that online technology can facilitate the dispute resolution process by reducing communication and coordination costs between courts and citizens. To that end, Matterhorn offers an online environment in which people with pending legal issues can converse with judges (or prosecutors, police, other parties, etc.) in an efficient and structured way, and contest, negotiate, and resolve claims that affect them without fear of arrest or the inconvenience and costs of accessing a brick-and-mortar courthouse.

\section*{III HOW MATTERHORN WORKS: THE BASICS}

At its core, Matterhorn is an online platform that allows citizens to communicate with judges, prosecutors, law enforcement, and other decision makers, as well as other private parties. The primary goal of this communication is to resolve an existing legal matter accurately and efficiently, so the structure of the platform directs communication toward that end. During this communication, there may also be other intermediate aims – such as educating litigants, collecting case information, and giving citizens an opportunity to record their views on a case – all of which may be valuable even if the case is not resolved through the system.

Matterhorn is easy to use and understand, but the specific variant of Matterhorn a litigant will experience depends on the facts of the case, the type of case, the court, and possibly the judge. For example, resolving an active minor warrant may only require communication with a judge (who may ask different questions than another judge), whereas resolving a civil infraction or minor misdemeanor will regularly include law enforcement or prosecutorial

\textsuperscript{16} The costs of unresolved legal issues tend to grow exponentially over time, as citations lead to bench warrants and exploding financial penalties when litigants fail to appear in court or negotiate an agreement with the court on how to resolve their outstanding debt. People who accrue multiple outstanding warrants will face even higher access barriers (e.g., greater fear of arrest), making them even less likely to appear in court as the situation escalates, which in turn increases courts’ administrative burdens.

\textsuperscript{17} For many, the ultimate difficulty is affording the court-ordered fine. Failure to pay fines (if one has not demonstrated their inability to pay) usually leads to the issuance of a warrant and its associated costs and other consequences. See Civil Rights Div., \textit{supra} note 7, at 3, 42.
participation in addition to judicial involvement. Despite this heterogeneity, it is possible to
provide a basic overview of how litigants access Matterhorn, what Matterhorn does, and how
decision makers interact with litigants through the platform.

To begin the resolution process, a litigant must access Matterhorn from the court’s website.
Once there, a litigant must search for their case using identifying information such as their
driver’s license number (Figure 3.14.1). Matterhorn uses the entered information to search
active databases for cases that pertain to the individual in question. If the search locates any
open cases, the platform applies criteria formulated by the relevant court or judge to these
matters to determine which of them, if any, are eligible for online resolution. Eligibility
criteria typically relate to the nature of the offense and the litigant’s previous interactions with
the justice system.

If a case is eligible for online resolution, Matterhorn presents the litigant with their procedural
options (Figure 3.14.2). These options typically include doing nothing, retaining the option of
going to court in person to resolve the matter, and seeking an online review of the case in the
hopes that communicating with a decision maker will result in a favorable outcome. When
litigants choose to use Matterhorn to attempt to resolve their legal issues, the system establishes
a communication channel with individuals by asking them to provide their contact information
(e.g., email address or mobile phone number), so the court can electronically deliver information,
instructions, requests, and/or any decisions to them at a later point in time.

Matterhorn next presents the litigant with a series of questions and requests and collects the
litigant’s responses. Matterhorn is configurable, which means a court’s requests can target any
information deemed relevant to how a decision maker processes or decides a case. The court
and its judges design these queries with the needs and obligations of the court in mind, and
question content is specific to the facts and law of the case. These inquiries can be “smart,”
appearing only when they are relevant based on answers to previous questions. One uniformly
included request directs litigants to provide a statement explaining their reasons for accessing
the court using Matterhorn – i.e., the remedy they seek, such as an offense reduction or the

withdrawal of an outstanding warrant – and why they believe their application should be granted.

The stage concludes with the system informing litigants that any offer of resolution (e.g., a reduced fine amount) is conditional on compliance (e.g., paying the new fine amount promptly). Once the case has been submitted through Matterhorn, it is presented digitally and directly to a court clerk, prosecutor, law enforcement officer, magistrate, or judge – whomever is appropriate for the court, the type of case, and the facts of the case. These decision makers then determine how to resolve the request based on the data presented to them by Matterhorn, including information submitted by the litigant, records already in the case file, or data compiled from other germane databases (Figure 3.14.3). Often relevant in a traffic case, for example, are the specifics of the charged infraction, the surrounding circumstances, the content of the request, the litigant’s past infractions, and the litigant’s interactions with the court via the system.

Finally, Matterhorn notifies the litigant of the decision. If the decision maker wishes to resolve the case by making an offer (e.g., a reduced sanction), Matterhorn provides the litigant with the option to accept or reject the decision maker’s proposal. If the litigant accepts, the system directs the litigant to comply as soon as possible (e.g., pay any prescribed fines or fees via a link to the court’s online payment portal). If the litigant declines the decision maker’s offer – or accepts it but does not comply with its requirements within the time frame specified by the court or judge – the system automatically rescinds the offer, informs the litigant of the rescission, and restores the original charge. This latter outcome returns the litigant to the status quo ante, as if the online proceeding had never occurred.

Figure 3.14.2 Eligibility for review.
IV DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

Matterhorn was fashioned to make courts – and therefore justice – easier to access and to improve the efficiency and accuracy of legal outcomes. Accomplishing these goals requires that both litigants and decision makers perform their essential roles in resolving disputes easily, quickly, and well. Improved performance, in turn, requires replacing or eliminating extraneous features of the system that are now outmoded for some types of disputes.

In today’s courts, people find it difficult to address and resolve even minor legal issues. Many of these difficulties involve barriers to accessing the courthouse, fear or confusion related to appearing in court in person, and the inability to take time off from work or other responsibilities to visit a courthouse during its business hours. Technology can help people overcome these difficulties most of the time.

In the end, the critical one-on-one stage with a judge or other decision maker – during which a litigant conveys substantive concerns and contentions, seeks understanding, answers material questions, presents relevant evidence, and chooses how to proceed – is the only stage necessary to fairly and accurately resolve a legal dispute. For this reason, it seems logical that litigants should have a communication platform of some kind that decision makers find useful and credible.

FIGURE 3.14.3 Judge’s reviews of a litigant’s request.

99 Many of the challenges of access to justice that relate to getting to the courthouse can be avoided entirely if a one-on-one, in-person interaction with a judge is no longer considered essential. Likewise, fear of arrest if one presents oneself to the court disappears for all but those who might view an online platform as a means by which the government can discover their location and arrest them. Other barriers (e.g., confusion about the legal issues involved in one’s case or the difficulty in conveying one’s views to a judge) change and likely improve, but do not disappear.
Matterhorn seeks to enhance litigants’ ability to provide information and evidence that is material to an issue, express their opinions and make their arguments, understand their options, and ultimately resolve or manage the dispute. In place of an inefficient courthouse, Matterhorn offers a simple, easy-to-use online interface with straightforward instructions and targeted information requests specific to a case or claim. The platform’s goal is effective communication with decision makers, and these features all work toward that end. Matterhorn is available at any time from any mobile device and allows a litigant to communicate with a decision maker asynchronously. A litigant can respond to a communication from a court via Matterhorn at night after his children have gone to bed, and the judge can respond in the morning during normal business hours. Matterhorn also incorporates reminders of upcoming deadlines and offers guidance on procedures and resources. These features help to mitigate, or even eliminate, the traditional burdens of going to court.

Many district judges, for their part, face a never-ending stream of minor cases to resolve, sometimes dozens or hundreds in a day. Even minor delays or inefficiencies in scheduling, accessing case information, waiting for someone to speak, and dealing with confusion and fear can waste hours per day. Waiting, repeating directions, searching for information, recording a decision in longhand, even banging a gavel – not one of these acts is essential to “judging.” These administrative tasks may plague a judge’s day, though, and the ability to complete such tasks is not why society values judges – or why, for that matter, a voter chooses one judge over another. What is critical is that judges learn the facts and the law relevant to resolving the case at bar, weigh the arguments and evidence, and then make a decision that will hopefully end the dispute. Society relies on judges to make judgments, not to recite rules by rote or file administrative paperwork.

If technology can alter or replace the outmoded exoskeleton originally constructed to support the essential decision-making process, judges will have greater capacity to handle tougher cases, enabling them to better fulfill their core functions as judges. In the remainder of this section, we describe how the Matterhorn platform has been structured to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of judicial decision making.

If rendering legal determinations is the heart of what judges do, the first step in building a successful platform is to ask how judges approach decisions in minor cases. Judges face a high volume of minor cases, so they often make their legal determinations quickly based on little information. Given their time constraints, this approach is understandable: Judges struggle to keep up with their caseloads if they spend more than a few moments on each case.

To succeed, judges commonly employ rules of thumb, but the specifics of these rules

---

20 Admittedly, judges serve other public functions, and making or at least announcing noteworthy decisions in person in open court – regardless of the content of the substantive decision itself – may also be important. Even so, in the context of an uncountable number of minor issues that are individually of no interest to the public, rendering an accurate and fair decision is ultimately the touchstone of the judge’s role.

21 Matterhorn was built to provide many of the same benefits to judges and other decision makers as it does to litigants. Judges can access the platform from anywhere, and the technology is quick and easy to use on their end as well. Matterhorn is highly configurable to a judge’s individual preferences, eliminating many efficiency losses that result from structures that are designed to accommodate the desires of the average or median judge. Perhaps most important, judges can handle cases more quickly because in-person process inherently involves delay and diverse approaches to how evidence is presented. Judges must necessarily entertain irrelevant arguments and evidence, sifting through them for the relevant tidbits.

22 The size of most traffic judges’ dockets makes it infeasible to spend more than a few moments on a case without falling substantially behind. See, e.g., Bobby Allyn, “Speeders Have Made Milwaukie’s Municipal Court the Busiest in Clackamas County,” The Oregonian, November 18, 2010, available at: www.oregonlive.com/milwaukie/index.ssf/2010/11/speeders_have_made_milwaukies_municipal_court_the_busiest_in_clackamas_county_1.html.
can vary significantly across courts and judges. At the same time, judges may also desire information beyond what a case file contains, despite the fact that the standard approaches to obtaining such information – such as asking the litigant to provide a document or answer a question – may prove either too costly or too time intensive to justify whatever value it might afford to the judge’s decision-making process. Moreover, dissecting new documents or other sources of potentially useful information can be cognitively challenging, and judges may pass up the opportunity to access and use additional information when the costs of doing so exceed the benefits.

Matterhorn cuts through this laborious process, enhancing judicial decision making and enabling judges to thrive within the constraints of their institutional role. Matterhorn endeavors to free judges to spend more of their time actually judging by providing them many of the same benefits that it offers to litigants as well as giving them the power to configure their decision-making environment to suit their own judicial philosophy, preferences, experience level, and skill set. Matterhorn’s goal is not to make courts more efficient at the expense of judicial discretion and flexibility or by somehow automating the decision-making process. Rather, its goal is to make judging more efficient and accurate while leaving a judge’s discretion intact. Matterhorn is thus easy to use and customizable by design, and was created with the view that technology should empower, not constrain, decision makers. Specifically, by supporting effective gathering, filtering, and delivery of information, Matterhorn frees judges to spend much more of their time deliberating and eventually arriving at better judgments.

A Gathering Information

With respect to more effectively gathering information, Matterhorn takes as given that judges often receive very little information when making decisions, especially in minor cases. Matterhorn’s development team regularly speaks with judges, prosecutors, and other decision makers about how best to provide them with more useful information and in a more useful format, while avoiding useless detail and visual clutter that will serve only to distract the decision maker and delay or distort the decision.

What information would judges like to know when deciding, for example, whether to reduce a charge? Currently, judges have limited access to court-related data from outside of their districts, including relevant information about the parties. The amount of shared data depends in large part on the organization of the courts. A unified court system is one in which a state has effectively consolidated many local courts into one all-encompassing court system that is centrally governed, usually with shared software and data systems. In states that have unified court systems, data availability may be less of an issue, but central management of data does not necessarily mean that courts will have access to the full spectrum of that data. The information may only be available to the central administrative agency and not incorporated into the daily operations of courts. In non-unified systems, the problem is even worse.

23 In the context of mediating a traffic ticket, for example, some judges may be willing to agree to the reduction of a ticketed charge to a less severe infraction if the litigant has accrued no more than three tickets in the past few years. For other judges, though, the number may be only one ticket over the same period. See Richard A. Ginkowski, “Traffic Court 101: Practical Pointers from the Bench,” Criminal Justice 29 (2014–2015): 11, 13.

24 The benefits of enhanced decision making redound not only to citizens facing outstanding warrants, traffic fines, and the like, but also to those with matters that are more complicated and require in-person, traditional procedures and hearings. With Matterhorn, judges can spend less time on minor cases and therefore more time on cases and issues that require their sustained attention and expertise.
Different courts may utilize different software and data standards, resulting in different methods of data collection and record-keeping. Thus, even if two neighboring district courts want to share their data, they are likely to run into technical compatibility challenges right at the outset.

Michigan, where Matterhorn was first implemented, lacks a unified court system. However, as is the case with some other states, Michigan does have a statewide data repository, the Judicial Data Warehouse (JDW), that aggregates specific data from district courts across the state and translates them into a common format to make it possible to assemble cross-court comparisons. Although the JDW has proven to be useful for state-level court administrators who are interested in analyzing statewide trends and evaluating the relative performance of individual courts on certain metrics, district courts appear rarely to use JDW data, and generally there is no practical way for judges to access data from other courts for use in their decision making. Courts in Michigan and in many other states effectively operate in information silos.

Thus, Matterhorn was designed against a background in which judges in traffic cases often make decisions based solely on a paper print-out of a litigant’s driving record and what is written on the ticket by a police officer, and in which judges make decisions about canceling minor warrants without being able to check whether the individual in question has outstanding warrants in other district courts. Early versions of Matterhorn sought to improve the information resources of judges by incorporating useful JDW information into the judicial dashboard. Later versions of Matterhorn integrated Michigan’s driver and driving history information into the platform, making critical information easy to digest and immediately accessible to judges.

Judges also have no ability to access data from any of the dozens of other government databases that exist in Michigan and in other states, many of which contain information that is pertinent to common judicial inquiries. For example, judges often evaluate an individual’s ability to pay court-assessed fines and fees, and may consider whether to allow the person to comply with an obligation via a payment plan. Other state agencies collect data on individual income, employment, receipt of public benefits, and more, all of which are relevant to ability-to-pay determinations and structuring payment plans. But if judges want such information, courts must collect it by hand on a case-by-case basis from each litigant. The process is daunting for all parties. It precludes many litigants from making otherwise reasonable requests and, even when they do, it often circumscribes the information judges have available to them in making these common, yet important, decisions.

Matterhorn offers a richer data environment in which judges need only exert minimal effort to integrate more useful information into their decision-making process. From a technical standpoint, incorporating data into the platform from another source in

---

27 Ibid. Court Innovations has recently piloted an online Ability-to-Pay Assessment Tool which, despite not linking directly to other government databases, does streamline and standardize the data collection and analysis processes while at the same time making it easier for litigants to request relief from court-ordered debt.
28 Matterhorn is also capable of automating and delivering analysis of data that decision makers consider relevant to the resolution of a case. To illustrate, if courts have access to data from other districts and other relevant agencies, Matterhorn can present useful comparative or predictive information that may improve judicial decision making. Rather than just evaluating an individual’s driving record through the prism of their own experience, judges might prefer to compare the record of the driver to all other drivers in the district, county, or state, or use all driving records and traffic safety data to predict how likely the litigant in question is to be involved in a driving accident in the next year, for example.
a scalable way is not very difficult. But there are other hurdles. Obtaining permission from relevant agencies or other data “owners” can be challenging for a host of reasons. Stakeholders have raised privacy concerns, and agencies may be wary of giving data to developers who operate as private companies. The permission and access problem is compounded if information needs to flow both ways. For example, if Matterhorn pulls data from a source regarding a litigant’s history (e.g., past infractions) to inform a judge’s decision, this source may need to be updated ex post to account for the judge’s eventual finding. The combination of technical, procedural, and political concerns about how, when, and where data can flow across agency and court boundaries complicates implementing court-related software like Matterhorn.

B Filtering Information

When it comes to filtering the information presented to a judge, Matterhorn seeks to improve the decision-making environment in at least two ways. First, Matterhorn can reduce cognitive overload and information fatigue by curtailing the delivery of irrelevant information, which might delay and perhaps skew the outcome of a case. Second, Matterhorn is configurable, meaning that judges and other decision makers can modify how Matterhorn works to fit their preferences, such as specifying the precise information litigants are required to provide to the court, altering how cases are flagged, and streamlining how information is presented so that each judge has only what is needed and only when it is needed. We turn now to how Matterhorn approaches these filtering tasks.

Although limited access to pertinent information may be an obstacle to high-quality and efficient decision making, minimizing the availability of irrelevant information to decision makers is also important to well-functioning courts. Simply put, reading documents or examining data that have been made part of a case file for the sake of completeness, but that are irrelevant to resolving the issue at hand, takes time and can distract and exhaust a decision maker. Cognitive resources are limited, and decision making can become less accurate as judges fatigue. By structuring the decision-making environment to minimize the waste of judicial attention, Matterhorn both speeds up and improves the accuracy of case resolution.

Obscuring irrelevant information in the decision-making process can also reduce bias – and the perception of bias – in the judicial system. One well-documented source of distrust of the legal system is the perception that judges themselves are biased (whether explicitly or implicitly) in their decisions because of their awareness of a litigant’s race, gender, appearance, or social class. Matterhorn’s ability to structure what judges “see” means that information that is socially charged or likely to produce bias can be removed from view. How this is done can be determined at the judge, court, or case level. Assigning a judge a case file replete with all relevant information, but stripped of any irrelevant or potentially prejudicial information, may work to restore public faith in the fairness of courts. If people trust judges, court personnel, and the judicial process itself, they are more likely to participate in the justice system.

system and comply with its commands. Procedures that build trust of this sort effectively remove a barrier to access; they keep people coming to court to resolve their issues.

Matterhorn’s configurability also helps courts manage case volume by allowing judges to automate certain judge-specific preferences. For example, judges can choose \textit{ex ante} which cases will be presented to them through Matterhorn and which require a face-to-face setting. Furthermore, if a court or a judge has criteria for determining whether a litigant must appear in court or instead can address the dispute using Matterhorn, these eligibility rules can be implemented directly within Matterhorn. Judges can also configure Matterhorn to emphasize certain case characteristics considered important to a case’s resolution so they are not overlooked, and judges can even directly implement individualized decision rules that turn on those characteristics (e.g., automatically providing a litigant found in violation of a law with the judge’s individual explanation of how a particular law works). Thus, judges can use Matterhorn to buttress their individual approaches to judging, allowing them to avoid reinventing the wheel for each case, and therefore resolve cases more quickly and accurately.

To see how judges can use Matterhorn’s configurability to better manage dockets, consider the following scenario: Three judges in a district have different standards for when they will even \textit{consider} reducing a charge to a lower offense. Judge A will consider anyone who has three or fewer tickets in the past six months. Judge B contemplates offense reduction only for individuals who have not had a ticket in the past month. Judge C takes a long-term view and considers reducing charges for anyone who has had fewer than five tickets in the past two years. Satisfying a judge’s criterion may not be a sufficient condition for the judge to offer a reduction, but it is a necessary condition before the judge will consider other factors. Among those cases the judges will consider, there are some that are closer calls and others for which the outcome, based on a judge’s sanctioning philosophy, is obvious.

How much time should each judge spend evaluating the driving record of Jane Smith, who had three tickets last month? Does the answer depend on whether last month was a typical or atypical month for Jane? A computer algorithm can quickly inform these judges where Jane falls, given their rules, and whether they should take time to consider adjusting her ticket. Judge B will presumably deny the request and can configure Matterhorn to alert him to the issues he considers dispositive. That way, he will not waste time reviewing other aspects of the case. Judges A and C will presumably look at the case more closely, perhaps configuring Matterhorn to highlight other case characteristics – and, importantly, not necessarily the same characteristics – that the judges view as relevant in a case like Jane’s.

In all cases, Matterhorn enables judges to do what it took them longer to do, and with less consistency, without Matterhorn. Still, the varying approaches the three judges take toward cases raises an important philosophical issue: Is it \textit{fair}? Should similarly situated individuals expect equal outcomes regardless of the judge they are assigned and the court in which they appear? Our legal system trusts that judges are knowledgeable and deserving of discretion in managing their dockets and making judgments, and it explicitly contemplates that judges may hold different perspectives on the efficacy of different approaches to punishment and civil sanctions. Even so, social or political tolerance of variation of this sort presumably has limits, and Matterhorn can help us better understand and perhaps police its scope.

Regardless of whether judges should make more uniform judgments, Matterhorn presents opportunities to improve how decision makers function. If judges ought to be free to structure their decision-making environment, Matterhorn can make their lives easier and their

decisions more consistent by eliminating the repetitive administrative tasks of gathering the information the judge considers relevant and removing or obscuring data that the judge considers likely to distract, delay, or prejudice. But if consistency across judges is important, sharing how each judge uses Matterhorn with other judges (or with the public) may nudge their decision-making philosophies toward some shared norm.\textsuperscript{33}

Judges may be unfamiliar with how their approach to resolving cases compares to how other judges operate in their roles beyond what is dictated by statute. In the process of formalizing these judge-made eligibility and decision rules and standards for implementation within Matterhorn, judges in courts using Matterhorn have been made privy to other judges’ assumptions, and to the information other judges feel they need in order to make accurate decisions. Formalizing these ideas into a software platform can encourage conversations between judges and across courts about their relative merits. By enabling judges to become more aware of how their fellow judges exercise their discretion, Matterhorn encourages communication and learning among judges as to the logic underlying their varied methods, perhaps prompting some to adapt and hopefully improve their approaches.

\textbf{C Delivering Information}

With respect to delivering information, once the appropriate informational content for a particular case and judge is determined, Matterhorn can augment decision making by delivering this content instantaneously in ways designed to improve understanding and reduce inefficiency. These delivery improvements include not just flexibility in how judges receive case information – on their cell phones, tablets, etc. – but also the conscious exploration and use of strategies designed to improve a judge’s experience, increase comprehension, reduce fatigue, and so on. Matterhorn’s future trajectory will likely include ongoing incremental refinements designed to reduce the time and energy judges spend on activities that are \textit{not} judging, so the public can maximally benefit from their expertise.

\textbf{V IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES}

Once Matterhorn’s design philosophy and goals were ironed out, the many technical and training-related aspects of implementing Matterhorn in courts proved to be relatively simple. These undertakings included constructing the platform, teaching court users to use and understand the platform, configuring the platform to fit varying court preferences, and integrating the platform with other software and data sources already in use. Potential concerns in these categories were easy to predict and navigate. Matterhorn’s key implementation challenges thus became: (1) convincing courts and other stakeholders of the value of Matterhorn and ultimately swaying them to adopt it; and (2) ensuring the availability of Matterhorn to citizens as a way of accessing justice and inducing them to use it.

\textbf{A Persuading Courts to Adopt Matterhorn}

Designing, marketing, and implementing technological change in public sector institutions differs in important ways from creating and implementing technology for the private sector.\textsuperscript{33} Of course, if it were desirable, court administrators or state supreme courts could use Matterhorn to impose greater consistency across judges by homogenizing the information environment and eligibility criteria and by making these choices public.
In particular, persuading courts to pilot and commit to new solutions, especially technological ones, requires lining up a lot of ducks, and in some cases identifying, convincing, and leveraging a champion from within the courts to bolster the effort.

Generally, government organizations move at their own pace. Courts have historically been slow to enact litigant-oriented institutional change. Although judges, especially chief judges, have significant control over their courthouse’s administration, they are already familiar and comfortable with how their courts work. They have developed their own approaches to their dockets, and though their methods may not be perfect, they generally get the job done. Moreover, we do not typically imagine judges as savvy business types who focus on balance sheets, customer service, and efficiency. Judges think of themselves as jurists; they interpret laws, decide cases, and do justice. Judges also understand at some deep level that courts are essential government services and therefore will never go out of business. Accordingly, reform and technology adoption tend to proceed slowly in courts.

That said, courts do have a bottom line. They face the market pressure of competing government priorities and are often assessed using quantitative metrics. Judges are public officials, and government waste is rarely popular with voters. Furthermore, judges independently value providing high-caliber procedures and accurate outcomes, and so will often consider even costly reforms that are capable of improving the quality of their court’s work. Therefore, even if judges are typically averse to change, it may be surprising when courts are slow to adopt even technology that seems to check every box by reducing costs, saving the time and effort of court personnel, and providing swifter and more accurate justice. Courts were particularly hesitant initially to adopt Matterhorn for two reasons: (1) political risk and legal uncertainty; and (2) consensus-oriented management and the involvement of other stakeholders.

Judges appear to view new technology as politically risky. This is particularly true for technology that at first seems complicated or that could potentially alter case outcomes in unexpected ways. Judges, whether elected or not, are public officials, and may be particularly sensitive to the possibility of public failure. Unlike most court technology, Matterhorn is technology that litigants – members of the public – use. If it works poorly, constituents may punish a judge at the polls. Chief judges might also worry about the career and social consequences of failing in front of their judicial peers. Judges likely fixate on the worst-case scenario; even when there is a strong possibility of the technology making their processes significantly better, judges may conclude adoption is not worth the risk.

A corollary to the idea that judges fear public failure is the idea that judges fear making an embarrassing legal mistake. From Matterhorn’s beginning, judges have worried that the platform’s approach may not be lawful or, even if lawful, might be at odds with the spirit of certain laws. These judges have feared that implementation might generate a response from the legislature that would undo their efforts. For example, a couple of judges have expressed concerns in casual conversations that hearings may technically be defined as “in-person” events, though court rules often do not specify and are open to interpretation. Matterhorn is
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35 Consider the adage, “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it.”
innovative, and seems in some ways to be an obvious way to improve how courts operate. For some judges, it seems too good to be true, and the sheer fact that Matterhorn is not already in place is interpreted as evidence that Matterhorn must violate some rule, and they worry they risk revealing ignorance about the nature of that constraint if they adopt it without explicit permission from someone with authority.

Consequently, Court Innovations has from the very beginning worked hard to persuade courts that Matterhorn is in fact compliant with the law, including local court rules and relevant state statutes. Matterhorn’s earliest adopters hesitated to consider Matterhorn for fear of running afoul of a rule or statute because, in that case, subsequently reforming court rules or state statutes to be consistent with Matterhorn’s use would presumably require a significant investment of time and resources. Over time, Court Innovations has been able to address these concerns either through software design or collaborative legal research, and no conflicts or difficulties with court rules or state statutes have emerged to date. Nor has Court Innovations had to seek legislative reform or other sorts of rule changes.

Another obstacle to implementation concerns how courts make decisions to innovate, especially when those decisions require the acceptance, if not the enthusiastic endorsement, of other stakeholders, such as prosecutors. Even excluding outside partners, if a chief judge is confident that a software solution will be beneficial, but other judges are skeptical or court personnel are wary, adoption is at least likely to be significantly delayed. Although a few courts have a single chief judge who can simply choose to change a process or adopt new technology, many courts essentially operate by consensus. The democratic nature of consensus-driven courts makes them slower to adopt new technologies; getting everyone on board consumes a lot of effort and time, which some chief judges may decide is simply not worth it.

Matterhorn is not merely technology for use in the internal management of courts; it is also intended to facilitate litigant communication with parties other than judges and court personnel. The adoption and implementation process therefore requires the buy-in of prosecutors, city attorneys, law enforcement, and other entities. Every court operates in a unique way, and each court may interact with many prosecutors’ offices and law enforcement agencies. To make matters more complicated, the set of relevant stakeholders may differ from one type of case to another. For each case type (other than warrants), coordinated acceptance by at least several of these outside agencies appears necessary both for Matterhorn to be useful in a sufficiently large number of cases and to lend legitimacy to the court’s decision to use the software. Figuring out whom to approach, and when, is its own strategic puzzle that takes time to solve.

A final hurdle to adoption by courts is rooted in judges’ discomfort in using unfamiliar technology and in a common initial assumption that Matterhorn “resolves cases” for courts on its own, eliminating decision makers from the process, or at least downgrading their role. In reality, Matterhorn does nothing of the sort. Matterhorn’s sine qua non is to enhance and improve decision making, not to replace it with some computer-based algorithm. Overcoming this misinterpretation of Matterhorn’s goals and operation has required thinking about how best to frame the way Matterhorn works, and to emphasize that the platform is configurable to the point of allowing a judge to decline to use Matterhorn altogether. In other words, stressing that judges are always in control, and that the platform is simply a tool that improves decision making and ultimately makes judges better, has proven to be critical.
B Persuading Citizens to Use Matterhorn

Even a well-designed online platform for resolving legal issues will fail if citizens do not use it. There are a few dimensions to this problem. First, Matterhorn was designed in part to benefit a group of citizens with whom courts have no current connection (e.g., individuals with outstanding minor warrants). How do you make these potential users aware of Matterhorn’s availability? Second, even when a means of communication exists, citizens are busy and typically already have a preconception of what it means to go to court – that is, physically walking into a courthouse. A mention of a new online option in a letter or in the small print on a ticket may not be sufficiently conspicuous. Third, Matterhorn operates as an additional means of accessing courts. Litigants retain all the traditional options and can still choose to come to court in person or simply ignore their issue if the platform does not seem fair or easy to use.

One of the chief aims of Matterhorn has been emptying the ocean of outstanding minor failure-to-pay and failure-to-appear bench warrants in this country. These warrants result from a person’s earlier inability to resolve a legal issue in a timely fashion. Law enforcement or courts can often confirm or collect a litigant’s physical mailing address when the issue originally materializes (e.g., when someone receives a ticket alleging an infraction), but it is common for socioeconomically disadvantaged people to move frequently, and so by the time a bench warrant is issued (often because the person is unable to pay a legal fine), courts regularly cannot reach the litigant in question – even with the good news of a new way to access the court and resolve their delinquent obligation online. An ongoing challenge for Matterhorn, therefore, has been making the public aware of its availability. This is critical because even a flawless interface will fail if citizens are unaware of it.

Increasing awareness of Matterhorn has been complicated. Although traditional advertising can theoretically reach a large audience, it is often expensive and can fail to convey the critical message. Public service announcements are a clear precedent, but there is also something that feels a bit untoward about courts, which are funded by taxpayers, taking out advertisements. People with warrants might smell a trap, and others might be suspicious because courts are dependent on fines and fees. Overall, though, the primary limitation is resources. In a world with unlimited resources, targeted advertising and educational campaigns would do wonders. But in the real world, the stumbling block continues to be how to most efficiently get the word out to the right people in a format they can understand and trust.

This hurdle is exacerbated by the fact that Matterhorn has not yet been adopted across an entire state. Instead, it has been implemented court by court, following an S-curve adoption pattern. Furthermore, courts that have adopted the software are often geographically dispersed, and many court districts are small (generally, tied to county lines or even smaller). This produces two problems. First, broad advertising will reach citizens who do not yet have

access to Matterhorn. Second, issues might not always occur in a citizen’s residential district, and most citizens interact seldom enough with the courts that it is easy for them to get confused about courthouses and districts, and which options are available where. Wide advertising efforts such as public radio service announcements, television advertisements, or social media announcements may confuse or frustrate the public if they reach counties that have yet to adopt the software, or reach individuals who have access to Matterhorn at some courts but not others. These techniques may well increase awareness of Matterhorn generally, and even drive court interest in adoption, but on the whole, broad messaging is a mixed bag.

An alternative to widespread advertising of Matterhorn is to notify litigants directly. Posting notices in courthouses is one logical way to go about this, but it may undercut some of the efficiency gains of the platform. If a litigant must come to court to find out that they may not have had to come to court, some will be understandably irritated – but not as irritated as they might be if they then leave the court and attempt to log in at home, only to find that their case is not eligible to be resolved online. Thus, notice must be carefully crafted or occur in a way that encourages litigants to experiment with Matterhorn in a low-stakes way.

But appearing in court to resolve an outstanding issue is not the first interaction that an individual has with the legal system. In traffic cases, for example, a person is issued a citation. At least for new cases, a paper citation is an opportunity to inform citizens about the availability of Matterhorn, and to this end, Court Innovations has partnered with law enforcement agencies to print information about Matterhorn on traffic and parking tickets. This is a more direct way to inform only the most relevant people, and to reach them before they have invested time, money, and effort heading to a court or before they have given up because the costs of accessing justice are too high. Using tickets or summons is also more cost-effective than many other options like reaching out through community groups or sending mailers.

On the other hand, this approach is far from perfect. Many citizens do not read the small print, and many legal issues do not involve a form of communication at the outset of the dispute. Court Innovations continues to make efforts to make printed information more salient and to devise strategies to reinforce this notice, such as encouraging police officers to inform citizens verbally of the availability of Matterhorn.

Besides, awareness of Matterhorn-like technologies alone is hardly sufficient to ensure that most or even many people will use them to access courts. For a system to succeed, it must be accessible to the public, trusted, and easy to use. Usability and user acceptance testing are therefore critical components of successful platform implementation. Questions evaluated during testing include: Do people understand what they are doing? Is the software credible? Do they understand where they are in the process and the status of their case at any point in time? If they are not native English speakers, does the software seamlessly translate into their preferred language? Would they recommend it to a friend or family member? And perhaps most importantly: Do they feel that they were heard?

There are many legal considerations as well. Implementation responsibilities include staying in compliance with and abreast of changes to relevant regulations, for example.

The US Department of Justice is increasingly interested in how web interfaces, either government-based or privately hosted, meet emerging accessibility requirements, particularly with regard to the Americans with Disabilities Act.\(^47\) A well-designed user interface requires an unwavering commitment by software designers to abandon their own notions of the “right” design or approach and to engage in frequent, aggressive user testing that employs a variety of methods to discover the most effective approach for different audiences.

One of the primary motivations behind Matterhorn’s design was enabling people to go to court when they otherwise would be unable to do so. But, lamentably, not everyone has access to the internet, and if citizens are unable to access the platform via the internet, an online solution is limited in its ability to increase access to the justice system and courts specifically. This poses both practical and philosophical problems.

The first step in addressing this challenge is measuring internet access in the relevant populations to determine the extent of the lack of internet access. The digital divide has been well documented, of course,\(^48\) but fortunately it has narrowed significantly in recent years.\(^49\) Moreover, internet use among minority groups is rapidly approaching parity with the rest of the nation.\(^50\) Smartphone ownership trends also indicate that the digital divide is becoming less of a problem over time.\(^51\) In a recent survey, the number of mobile phone users who own internet-enabled smartphones increased by almost 10% in a single year,\(^52\) with more than 50% of adults in the USA having access to the internet through their phone in 2013, and significant growth occurring at the lower end of the income distribution.\(^53\) Designing internet solutions is valuable, but as this data shows, accessibility can be enhanced by ensuring that the technology can be used on mobile devices. This will only become more true over time. Accordingly, Matterhorn has been fully functional on mobile devices from day one.

The digital divide appears to be closing, particularly with the rise of smartphones, but there will always be people who lack the means to access new technologies. Developers should be mindful of disparities in internet availability and consider the implications for tools that are designed to improve access to justice for those who are often disadvantaged or disenfranchised. A system that benefits some portion of the population and puts no one in a worse position is a good thing from some perspectives. But if not everyone is able to experience the gains from a system, technology designed to enhance access may aggravate disparities and seem unfair,\(^54\) which is a principal concern when dealing with courts and the opportunity to be heard.\(^55\) For this reason, Court Innovations continues to work to ensure that Matterhorn is
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\(^55\) At the same time, Matterhorn may approximate a second-best solution, given the difficulties many face when trying to access justice at courthouses. Currently, many citizens have effectively no access to our justice system as a result of its outmoded design and reliance on physical courthouses. Systems that differentially improve the lots of those disadvantaged by the existing arrangement may reduce disparities on the whole.
broadly available to all segments of the population – especially those who suffer the most from limited access – through one’s computer, a public computer, one’s smartphone, or even a friend’s smartphone.

Implementing Matterhorn has been an adventure for Court Innovations. Progress has required time, patience, and imagination. Overall, the technological issues have been predictable, generic, and relatively easy to resolve. Convincing judges, prosecutors, law enforcement, and the public to embrace and use Matterhorn, however, has proved far more challenging (though perhaps not more than was expected). Nonetheless, Court Innovations has made great progress. Along the way, it has discovered unexpected dimensions to more predictable implementation impediments, and has also managed to work out creative solutions to manage these issues, offering lessons that will be useful to those who seek to innovate and improve our justice system.

VI CONCLUSION

Matterhorn enables citizens to communicate with judges, prosecutors, law enforcement, and other decision makers, including private parties, to resolve legal issues. Court Innovations conceived of Matterhorn to target the large volume of outstanding minor warrants in this country, but quickly realized that such a platform could also generally improve court access and efficiency and enhance the decision-making environment of judges. In many ways, Matterhorn is sensible and predictable, and undoubtedly all courts will eventually use platforms like Matterhorn. Indeed, by many metrics, Matterhorn has already transformed the courts in which it currently operates: default rates are lower, cases close faster, and litigants report better access. Nevertheless, court technology is a difficult area in which to successfully innovate. Persuading judges to use Matterhorn and alerting the public to its value have been significant obstacles. Court Innovations’ success, however, demonstrates that progress is possible, and its story offers useful lessons for future innovators.